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INTRODUCTION
In an early paper, one of the authors [ 131 introduced a quadratic differential metric over the parameter space of a parametric family of probability distributions and proposed the geodesic distance induced by the metric as a measure of dissimilarity between two probability distributions. This metric was derived from heuristic considerations and it was expressed in terms of the Fisher information matrix (Fisher [6] , see Rao [ 16, pp. 329-3321 for details). Such a choice of the matrix for the quadratic differential metric was shown to have attractive properties through the concepts of discrimination and divergence measures between probability distributions [9; 14; 15; 16, p. 3321. Quite recently, Atkinson and Mitchell [ 1 ] obtained the geodesic distances induced by the metric introduced in [ 131, which will be referred to in this paper as the information metric, for a number of parametric family of probability distributions.
In this paper, we consider a general function space and study a metric based on the Hessian of the $-entropy functional, which was also introduced in an earlier paper by the authors [5] . A special choice of # leads.to the oorder entropy of Havrda and Charvat [7] , and this gives rise to a class of metrics, which are called a-order entropy metrics. The above-mentioned information metric is a limiting member of this class as a --) 1, which corresponds to the Shannon entropy [ 181.
The geodesic distances induced by the a-order entropy metric are obtained for the multinomial and normal distributions. Their relation to other distance measures due to Mobius, Poincare, Hellinger and Carthiodory is examined. The relationship of the information metric to the Bergman metric will be discussed elsewhere.
We also extend the concepts of the J, K, L-divergence measures between multinomial populations considered in the earlier paper [5] to more general distributions, and study their interrelationships and convexity properties.
Dissimilarity measures between probability distributions play an important role in the discussion of problems of statistical inference and in practical applications to study affinities among a given set of populations. (See, for instance, Matusita [ 10, 1 I], Pitman [ 12; pp. 6-231, Rao [ 16, p. 352; 17 .) This paper provides a unified approach for measuring dissimilarity between probability distributions through distance and divergence measures having some desirable properties.
&ORDER ENTROPY METRIC
Throughout this paper the following notation will be used: p is a a-finite additive measure defined on a u-algebra of the subsets of a measurable space x, L ' = L '(x: p) is the usual Lebesgue space of @-measurable real-valued functions p on x so that II Pll, = I, I Pw44x) < 00 and L \ is the convex subset of L i consisting of all p E L i such that p(x) ) 0 for palmost all x E 2. The subset of L: consisting of all p E L: with I( pII, = 1 is denoted by 9. Let $ be a real-valued C*-function defined on an interval T, contained in IR + z [0, co) and containing T, 3 [0, l] and denote by r6 =X#(x:p) the set of all p-measurable functions p on x such that p(x) E T, for p-almost all x E x. We also let L:=L1nFe=L\nF6, 4*=.9PY* and we shall write L: and 9, for L: and 9,) respectively, when T, = T,, . ForpEL:, we define the #-entropy functional
The derivative of H, at p E L: in the direction off E L: is given by
and, in particular, the Hessian is
We note that AfHo(p) < 0 for every f E L ' and p E L:, if and only if # is convex on T*. This is equivalent to the requirement that H* be a concave functional on L:. We shall also consider a parametric family of probability density functions p =p(x)6) with x E x and B= (or,..., 0,) E Q, a manifield in IF?". We assume that the subfamily of S,, is suffkiently smooth in 0 E 0 and satisfies the usual regularity properties, not explicitly stated to avoid lengthy discussion. Accordingly, we shall write dp=dp(t')= 2 [ae,p(.1e)ide,;(eEa,P(.le)E~). f=l (2.3) BURBEA AND RAO Then the Hessian in (2.2) along a direction of the tangent space of the parameter space R is obtained by replacing f by dp in (2.3). Thus, with
In particular, when 4 is convex in Tm
is a positive definite form on the tangent space, which may be regarded as a differential metric of a Riemannian geometry. This can also be written as (2.4) where
The metric in (2.4) and the matrix [ gkm] in (2.5) will be called the qhentropy metric and the d-entropy matrix, respectively. The distance between probability density functions in Yo is defined as the geodesic distance between their parameter values determined by the metric (2.4). We shall now consider some special choices of #. For this purpose, we define for a E IR, the family of smooth functions on IR + :
When the smooth function 4 in (2.1) is chosen to be $, , we shall write H, = H,= and H = H,. In this way, for p E 9 (note that TbO = IR, and hence -P,, = Y)
is the a-order entropy [7] , while the l-order entropy H = H, is the Shannon entropy [ 181. The metric (2.4) with 4 = #,, a # 0 is denoted by &i(0). The value a = 0 may also be included by continuity. In this way ds;(O) = i glpm' dO,d9,, aER (2.6)
We call (2.6), the a-order entropy metric and the matrix [g&)1 in (2.7), the a-order entropy matrix. The geodesic pseudo-distance induced by dsk (8) is denoted by S, and is called the a-order entropy pseudo-distance.
In the special case of a = 1, corresponding to the Shannon entropy which is widely used in applied research, we have (dropping the suffix a = 1) [ gkm] is the Fisher information matrix. The geodesic pseudo-distance S induced by ds*(O) will be called the information pseudodistance (a pseudo-distance satisfies all the postulates of distance except that it may vanish for elements which are distinct). We also consider other measures of divergence, special forms of which have received numerous practical applications:
and when T = R + , the L-divergence L,(P, 4) = j-, (P, ($ + 44 6) ~440
(3.
3)
The following theorem gives some results concerning the J, K, Ldivergences and their interrelationships. Proo$ Items (i) and (iii) are trivial. As for item (ii), we have L,(P, q) =!' qF ; dp(x), 0 PYqEL:, x and item (ii) follows. We now prove item (iv). From (3.1) and (3.2), we have
--yx+Y ( ) and item (iv) follows. Item (v) follows from (i) and (iv). When the function 4 is replaced by 4, the resulting divergences Jm,, K,* and L,-will be called the "a-o&et J, K and L divergences" and they will be denoted by J,, K, and L,, respectively. As in the case of the a-order entropy H, , the index a = 1 will be dropped from these divergences and, thus, J=J,, K=K, and L=L,. We note that, forp,qEY,
is the familiar Jefieys-Kullback-Leibler divergence. In this connection, we also mention the a-order Hellinger distance
The special case of (3.4) when a = 1, M(p, q) = M,(p, q), has been extensively studied by Matusita [ 10, 1 l] and recently discussed by Pitman [ 12, pp. 6-231 from the point of view of statistical inference.
The following corollary, whose proof is omitted, is a consequence of Theorem 1:
It is worth pointing out that the divergence measures (3.1)-(3.3) based on the general 9 and the corresponding a-order divergences based on #, can be used to generate a metric in the parameter space defining the probability distributions by considering two continguous distributions. This is easily done by considering the Hessian along the tangent space of Fo, namely, when p =p(. 10) and q +p. The precise results are as follows:
which is the $-entropy metric defined in (2.4).
(
where ds2(f?) is the information metric as in (2.8), so that when ("(1) > 0, this metric is essentially the information metric. However, from (3.8) it is seen that a(x, y) > 0 whenever Q is convex and w is concave, on T,, a situation identical with that of Theorem l(v). We clearly have:
4 and y are concave on T,, and (3.9) holds.
As a corrollary we obtain the following result on K,(p, q), the proof of which is to be found in [5] : 
GEODESIC DISTANCES
We return to the a-order entropy metric in (2.6)-(2.7). The emphasis of the subsequent analysis will be in finding the a-order entropy pseudodistance S, for known multiparametric families of probability distributions ST,. When a = 1, such an analysis was carried out by Rao [ 131 and more recently by Atkinson and Mitchell [ 11, where the distance S is explicitly evaluated for certain multiparametric families Fo. We shall not repeat the examples of [ 1, 131 for their extensions to the case of a # 1 is not particularly difficult. An exception will be made for families of normal distributions, where it seems that the present analysis is slightly more general and, perhaps, simpler than that found in [ 1, 131. Being the geodesic pseudo-distance induced by &i(8) of (2.6)-(2.7), S, may be evaluated with the aid of the Euler-Lagrange equations which involve the Christoffel symbols based on the a-order entropy matrix [ gg(l?)] of (2.7). I n general, such an undertaking may prove difficult as far as an explicit closed expression for S, is sought.
Multinomial Distributions
Consider a multinomial discrete distribution p(x ] r3) = p(x ] 19, ,..., 0,) where the sample space x is the set of integers x =x, = { 1,2,..., n} andp(k]O) = Ok for k E xn. In this case, gg of (2.7) is gjp,'(e) =I [p(kjey* s,,dw = 6,,e;:-2, k, m = 1 ,..., n. Xn
We may use the identification Pk=me)=ek; k = l,..., n.
We shall assume first that P=(P ,,...,PJ E IR:; and then make the restriction of p E R,, where pk= l,O<p,< l,k= L...,n .
I
With these considerations, the metric of (2.6) may be expressed as ds:(P) = 2 p:-*(@k)*, PER?. 
Normal Distributions
We first consider a two-parameter family of normal distributions P(-IA 0) = NOr, 02) with mean ,u and variance u'(-co (~1 ( co; u > 0). Here, for reasons of convergence we must assume that a > 0. Fixing a > 0, it will be found convenient to introduce new variables x and y (-co < x < a~ ; y > 0) via y = (J, x = {A(a)}-'12p;
A(a)= (a"* -a-"*)* + 2a-', a > 0. The metric in (4.3) constitutes a KUer metric on the upper half-plane U and when a = 1, it reduces to the familiar Poincari metric. The Gaussian curvature of (4.3) is K,(z) = -(a + 1){2B(a)}-'y"-'; y=Imz>O, a > 0, and is always negative. In particular, K~(z) = -2-l. In this case, S, is indeed a distance on U and S = S, is the familiar hyperbolic distance of U.
We now treat this distance S,(a > 0):
( On the other hand, the Poincare distance S@, , ur ;,u2, a*) clearly satisfies ~CU*,Q,;C12,~2)~2~~Cul,~,;Cl,,~,).
The Hellinger pseudo-distance (3.4) between N(,u, , a:) and N&, 0:) is, in this case, a proper distance with the following form:
(2) The case of a # 1. In this case, the geodesic distance S, of the metric (4.3) is not easily explicated as in the former case. We shall first find ail the geodesics of this metric. This may be, of course, done with the aid of the Christoffel symbols of the metric (4.3). We shall, however, proceed directly, for reasons of economy and clarity. Writing Using (4. l), (4.4), (3.12) and (4.15) one deduces immediately that (4.17) reduces to (4.6) when a = 1. In general the quantities f?i, e2 and r are determined by the given z = x + iy, ( = ( + iv E U via (4.18). However, except for special values of a > 0 where integrals of type (4.15) can be further explicated, finding a closed form formula for S,(z, <) in terms of z and c may prove difficult.
One may use an alternative expression for S,(z, 6) which, sometimes, is simpler than that of (4.18) . It is based on the recursive formula where When a = 1, this formula reduces to (4.11).
Products of Normal Distributions
The previous methods can be extended to products of normal distributions &I@= fi Nxk:clk,d), (4.20) k=l where x = (x , ,..., XJ E x E IF?" and 8 = 01, , u, ,..., pn, a,) E I? '" with means pk and Variances u:(--co < pk < co, ok > 0; k = I,..., n>. As in (4.1)-(4.2), we find it convenient to introduce new variables. Accordingly, we replace x = (xi ,..., x") by t = (t , ,..., t,) E x = IR" and write for the parameters (4.27) which is the Poincare metric on the polydisk D". We first find the geodesic distance S(w, r) of this metric when w, T E D". In order to do so we assume that r = 0 = (0 ,..., 0) and evaluate S(w, 0), w E D". We write and note that due to the invariance of (4. The information distance S(,u, u: V, p) between N(u; a') and N(v, p') given as in (4.9) suggests an introduction of a pseudo-distance on a theme of Carathlodory (see [4] for a further generalization). We briefly discuss this possibility and refer the reader to Burbea (241 and the book of Kobayashi [ 8, pp. 49-531 for further details.
We assume that the family of multiparametric probability distributions XQ is such that fJ is a complex manifold in C". Thus, p(. /z) E Fo with z = (z, ,.**, z,J E B being an n-tuple of complex parameters zj = xj + ivj, 1 <j < n. We consider the Mobius and Poinc& distances 6 and S on the upper half-plane U, as given in (4.6)-(4.7). Let H(fJ: U) denote the family of holomorphic functions from 0 into U. We deline A normal family argument shows that the supremum is attained. It is also clear that 6, satisfies all axioms of a pseudo-distance on 0. It is called the Mlibius pseudo-distance of 0. The Carathkodory pseudo-distance of 0 is defined by Again, the supremum is attained and by (4.6)-(4.7)
S,k 4-j = \/2 log 1 + 4&, 5) 1 -w, cl * Both pseudo-distances become distances on D when R is biholomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in C=". It is also clear that Let $: G? + R* be a holomorphic mapping of a complex manifold Q of C" into another complex manifold 8* of Cc'". Then, for z, C E Q, 6,@(z), NJ) < &(z, 4) and SOW), $63) < S&, 0 In pafiicular, 6, and S, are biholomorphically invariants. Also, in the case that Q is the upper half-plane U, we have 6, = 6, S, = S and, therefore, 6, and S, constitute a natural generalization of 6 and S in (4.6)-(4.7).
When R = U" we have, contrary to (4.30), and, therefore, S&h Cl = max{S(z,, <A..., S(zn, 4,))
where z = (z, ,..., z,,), [ = (<, ,..., [,) E U".
